Residential Life blasted

by Michael Flanagan

Students and faculty leaders blasted the offices of Residential Life and Student Affairs Sunday for implementing broad policies that are little to solve problems and for not paying heed to student input.

At Thursday’s meeting of the Student Government, a resolution was written on behalf of student government’s position regarding Student Affairs and Residential Life’s proposed banning of kegs in dorms.

The key point resolution by the cabinet cites the banning of kegs as an “over-reactive measure,” that student input on the proposed banning of kegs is in danger of being exercised in a token manner. Furthermore, the cabinet deemed the banning of kegs a superficial attack upon the complex social problem of alcohol abuse and finally that the existing regulation and restrictions are more than sufficient to control the consumption of kegs.

According to David Spellman, president of student government, there have been numerous forums conducted by complex directors regarding the banning of kegs in dorms. The forums received considerable student opinion, but will do little to influence the decision to ban kegs because the make that the final decision have not been in attendance, he said.

“I attended the Hilltop conference,” Dwight Rideout, dean of Student Affairs, said.

According to Rideout, a number of students, faculty, and administrators are representatives on the Resident Life Advisory Committee. Each representative was instructed to attend at least one forum about the keg banning, he said.

“But the final decision will be made by President Silverman and I suspect he has not been at a forum, but I don’t know if that is necessary.”

The preamble to the resolution states that the proposal to ban kegs was only self-defeating while students would continue to do the same thing to get around rules and disregard for student input has led to student alienation and apathy.

Joe Keene, a junior history major said.

“Students keep kegs in cars and run out and fill up empty gallon of milk containers or pass kegs up through dormitory windows.” Spellman said.

The cabinet said that past student input on issues, police in dorms, dining policies implemented in the fall, and administration disregard for the input has led students that cared to voice an opinion, to stop doing so

“Why should I voice my opinion when it won’t do any good,” Spellman added.

Clock thefts tick off officials

by Annette Higgins

Does anybody really know what time it is anymore?

If you do, than it is unlikely that you can identify the time on the clock in your classroom. There seems to be an increasing shortage of classroom clocks on campus.

According to James Keene, director of buildings and trade, many classroom clocks are stolen from classrooms and there just isn’t enough money to replace them.

“Why anyone would want one of those beautiful Swiss classroom clocks is beyond me,” he said.

“They usually aren’t accurate anyway,” Keene said. “Students tend to play with them, setting the time to suit their needs.”

Recently, it has been the policy of Physical Plant to ask departments requesting replacements to pay for the clocks themselves. When it comes to paying for them, most departments feel clocks are only a high priority item.

Perhaps, the university should invest in more permanent time pieces, like a sun dial in the mall, a janitor in the classroom building, said. “It certainly would be harder to steal, and students couldn’t set the time aside. But, the weather in this area, accuracy might pose a problem,” he said.

“Although the university doesn’t have a complete list of the stolen clocks, the janitor in the classroom building, said. “It certainly would be harder to steal, and students couldn’t set the time aside. But, the weather in this area, accuracy might pose a problem,” he said.

“The popularity of wrist watches hasn’t helped the plight of the classroom clock either,” he said. “They have almost made the wall clock extinct.”

The absence of wall clocks has aided students in student communication. It looks like a ‘no-wrist’ waste,’ he said, ‘student to become a wrist watch, thereby leading to questions ‘why are you staring at your arm?’ This serves as an ice breaker to further conversation.

So next time you’re sitting in boring lecture, asking for it to end, ask someone if he really knows what time it is and if he really cares.

Radioactive wastes stir controversy

by Sean Brodrick

A proposed plan by state officials to move the radioactive waste UMO has stored in a water-tower in Greenbush has met with criticism from university officials, because of the issuance of whether the waste should be moved, whose responsibility it is, and where the waste could be moved.

Peter Dufour, superintendent of grounds and services at the physical plant, expressed his dissatisfaction with the proposal.

“The radioactive waste is 99 percent safe right where it is,” Dufour said. “There is absolutely no indication of any seepage of radioactive waste.”

In fact, Dufour said. “There’s more danger in digging up the waste than leaving it where it is. By trying to transport it we could create more of the containers the waste is in.

“I wouldn’t touch that stuff with a 10 foot pole,” Dufour said. “We fry physical plant aren’t equipped to handle such waste within Environmental Protection Agency Standards. To relocate it shouldn’t be an university expense. The radioactive waste is 99 percent safe right where it is.”

Even if an agreement can be made where who has the responsibility of transporting the waste, the next question becomes where to move it. Two federal waste dump sites in South Carolina and Washington state are rescuring the types of materials they will take in and the amount as well. Dufour feels that the federal dumps may be closing down due to the size of what they do.

Clark Granger, director of the Division of Community Forestry, also expressed concern over where to put the waste.

The radioactive waste dump UMO has in Greenbush has been inactive for the past four years. Radioactive waste still remains from years past however, and a state committee chaired by Granger, has recommended removal of the waste at the sight.

“Some of the radioactive material is deposited in sandy soil,” said Granger, “and some of the material is in metal containers that could rust through over a number of years. This possibility concerns us and that is why we are recommending that it be removed.”

The physical plant and Granger are also in disagreement over who should have to move the waste - the state or the university. Granger said, “We have no record of any agreement between the state and the university.”

According to the UMO radiation Safety Office, the waste that the university has put in a dump every year gives off about 10 milligrams of radiation. Richard Morrow, the president of physics department, said that standing one meter away from waste giving off 10 milligrams for 10 hours is roughly equal to one chest x-ray.

Orman Fowler, a former of the physical plant, explained the precautions that were taken with the waste. “That stuff is buried under its floor of earth. with a six foot concrete around the dump site and signs up to warn people off. The closest house is a mile away. There are more particles of radiation in a municipality than there are around that site.”

Dufour agrees with Fowler about the safety of the radioactive waste. that staff (the waste) is encased in lead, packed in vermaculite, with a plastic container on the outside. Nothing will ever happen in the soil to break it down.”
Energy group to hold forums
by Julie Griffen

Due to the complexities of the energy situation, Penobscot Valley Energy Alliance Force and UMO student government are sponsoring energy forums throughout the semester.

"The forums are an easy way for people to come and learn about the energy situation," Steve Webster, of the Penobscot Valley Energy Alliance said. "The forums are designed to expose people to a lot of different information and philosophies on energy."

In the past the alliance has held one-day conferences on energy. Webster said the weekly forums would better serve the public. "The forums are giving it more opportunities to attend," he said. "If you miss one, you miss another."

The forums will be held every Wednesday at noon in Sutton Lounge. Films, seminars and slide presentations are featured. Films are shown at noon and 7 p.m.

"The cost of the forums will be close to $400. Film rentals are the expense, the seminars are basically free because we get people on campus," Webster said.

He said the first two forums have been successful. "There were over 30 people at each forum and they seemed interested," Webster said. "Of course we would like to see more attend." People have to know about the energy situation so they can make a sound decision on energy policy. "We have to make these decisions now because it takes a while to implement the policies," he said.

Peace Corps is seeking volunteers
by Scott Milliken

Since 1961 the Peace Corps has sent over 90,000 American volunteers to the Third World to create multinational, child, building and schools, and build schools and bridges, but a Peace Corps is seeking volunteers to work in the area.

"Kids learn about suffering, poverty, and leave a message for Cliff."

A Hancock Hall resident told police his door latch and the wood surrounding the latch were broken Saturday night. It appeared the door had been kicked in, breaking the latch mechanism in the process.

Police blotter
by Susan Allsop

Arnold Francis, 25, of Augusta Hall BCC, was arrested Saturday at 10 a.m. for a Class D assault on a police officer. Francis was taken to Penobscot County Jail after he put handcuffs on and charged onto UMPD patrolman Stephen Gass. Police said Francis was fighting with another resident in the dorm when they arrived and would not return to his room after several requests from the police.

Three hanging lights and one wall clock were reported taken from Merrill Hall sometime last week. The lights, valued at $105, and the clock, valued at $25, were taken from 4th floor north of Merrill.

A Kennebec Hall resident reported that $52 cash was taken from her desk drawer sometime Friday night. It is possible the money was taken when the door was left unlocked for a few minutes during the night.

A fire extinguisher was found by a parent in the basement at the south end of Gannett Hall Saturday night.

A Hancock Hall resident told police his door latch and the wood surrounding the latch were broken Saturday night. It appeared the door had been kicked in, breaking the latch mechanism in the process.

A Texas Investment calculator was found Saturday morning in the York apartments parking lot. The calculator has a plastic label imprinted with A.E. Forsythe, 79.

A ski rack was found in the Bes-Hogcon parking lot Friday night.

KNOCK, KNOCK... WHO'S THERE? NOW WHO? See page 7

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT SPRING 1981 CONTESTS

CONTESTS:

Henry I. Griffin Prize in English Composition (Freshman only)

Hamlet Playwriting Contest

Steve Grady Perpetual Memorial Fund Scholarship

Information may be obtained in the English Office, 304 E/M

LOWE RECRUITMENT NUMBERS

Newspaper: "We want to keep our student press, Beaulieu said.

"We need to find a way to keep it healthy. How can we keep the operation going?"

If we’re going to keep the student paper going, he said, it will need a member of the student advisory board.

Beaulieu said the student government has been valuable to the success of the student newspaper.

"The Money paid for the student government has really turned around the newspaper’s finances."

The Maine Campus is a local newspaper that was published in February 1981. The content covers various topics such as energy forums, the Peace Corps, and campus security incidents. The newspaper also includes information about award-winning students and a section on police blotter events. The issue also highlights various student organizations and events, including seminars, slide presentations, and forums on energy. The newspaper covers local news, including a lost item and a dog for sale. The newspaper also includes a section on new recruitments and updates on previous campaigns.

The newspaper features various sections such as CAMPUS CRIER, CRIER, and ALI SERIES. The newspaper includes information about student government, Peace Corps, and local events. The newspaper also includes information about student volunteer opportunities and events, as well as local news and updates on previous campaigns.
Beaulieu seeks student involvement

by Mark Munro

"We won't be two peas in a pod," Chris McEvoy, student president candidate, said of his running mate Jim Beaulieu.

"Jim is really independent and I'm sure we'll have differences of opinion in procedure. This I think will be healthy. He won't be a yes man," McEvoy said.

"If we're elected, we'll be equals. I'd be involved with the operational aspects of student government and Jim would be involved with groups and committees." Beaulieu is a junior Zoology major from Waterbury, Conn. He has been an off-campus senator and is living Orono after spending three semesters in Knox Hall.

Beaulieu has been involved in different aspects of student government since his freshman year when he was a member of the Knox Hall Activities Board. During his sophomore year, Beaulieu served on the Inter-Dormitory Board.

Beaulieu feels his experience with these groups has been valuable. "I've learned a lot about the ways in which student government functions," Beaulieu said. "You really need to get into the heat of things to fully understand the way the student government works."

The Memorial Union elevator fund was a project Beaulieu has been involved with. The fund was kicked off last spring with a roast of outgoing Student President Dick Davies.

"Good hunting," Beaulieu (left) sits by running mate Chris McEvoy relating at a recent meeting. [Photo by Mark Munro]

In foreign languages

Panel calls for 'a global education'

by Peter Phelan

A panel investigating the way foreign languages are taught in Maine, will recommend widespread curriculum changes calling for more language training from the kindergarten to the college levels.

According to the panel's chairman Robert Carroll, head of the foreign languages and classics department at UMO.

Carroll said the Maine Advisory Council on Foreign Languages and International Studies (MACFLIS) will also recommend increased funds to pay the extra teachers.

"Voyage of Sinbad." No. Lown Room, Union.

Carroll said the language taught in a public school will depend on the ethnic make-up of the community. This would mean increased French in many communities in Maine, according to the 1970 census statistics.

The council will advise the state to require second language instruction from the very beginning of their formal education. Carroll said. Currently the major barrier to subprimary and elementary language education is lack of funds to pay the extra teachers.

Federal assistance is available to communities under the Bilingual Education Act of 1965, if there are "culturally deprived" children in those school systems. Culturally deprived children are defined as those having limited English proficiency, or if they come from homes where a language other than English is predominantly spoken.

MACFLIS will recommend increased participation of the colleges and universities in designing curricula at Maine high schools. Carroll said. Emphasis on education and more foreign language courses in the secondary schools would better prepare students for college, he said.

The council will also encourage the university to do more studies of the ethnic properties of Maine to determine what kinds of human resources the state has. "We've got German towns in the state, also Russian, French and Italian," Carroll said. Carroll said greater ethnic awareness should be encouraged by Maine educators.

Carroll said a successful global education program in Maine would increase the number of advanced language students at the colleges and universities eventually, be cause students would already be proficient in a second language before graduation from high school.

"Kids learn to respect the integrity of other countries, other cultures. Americans have been short on that," Carroll said. "We've exploited other countries with multi-national corporations," Carroll said.

Carroll illustrated his argument for global education with a much used anecdote about one of these multi-national companies. He said General Motors' executives were perplexed about negligible sales of automobiles in countries with multi-national corporations. "We won't be two peas in a pod," "Jim is really independent and I'm sure we'll have differences of opinion in procedure. This I think will be healthy. He won't be a yes man," McEvoy said.
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File early

You had better file early.

Not your income tax but your financial aid form (FAF), because the federal and state governments have decided to trim their student aid program to combat economic deficiencies and other governmental departments.

While your filling out your FAF, consider yourself lucky to be attending college, because federal aid to higher education seems to be going the way of disco. President Reagan thinks it necessary to eliminate the Department of Education to eliminate some of the bureaucracy in the federal government. The duties of the cabinet level department would be assumed by more than 100 different agencies, thereby reducing national education in the eyes of the White House.

The same problem is hitting education at the state level. Maine Gov. Joseph Brennan, in addition to his plan to eliminate funding for some as various medical schools for Maine students, has recommended zero funding for the Maine state scholarship program. A loss of $250,000 for potential UMO students.

In this age of practicality citizens are looking out for today. Federal bills regularly are tuned to solving yesterday’s problems and the problems of tomorrow will be solved tomorrow.

But what about the problems of tomorrow? They will undoubtedly exist.

Granted, yesterday’s and today’s problems are many. But if the nation, through its lack of attention for the training of tomorrow’s leaders cannot keep in touch with what the future may bring, the problems will only get worse.

Students are having a hard enough time surviving collegiate life with the already limited financial assistance available. More university students are taking jobs to support their educational aspirations. A de-emphasis of the educational process and a subsequent cutting of funds will serve only to further the disruption of the educational process.

And while education is being played down, defense spending is being encouraged at the same pace. Presently, only unfounded allegations and counter-charges provide a reason for a national military buildup. The educational process, through, is continuous regardless of external interference.

Everything is going against the little guy and while college students have illusions of grandeur, at present we are all little guys. Time for work to compensate educational spending is limited, but some students must still sacrifice a little spare time for a few bucks in the wallet.

For the immediate future, and while nothing has been publicly said about the amount of possible jumps in room and board and tuition rates here, no one can realistically say that the bills for the Fall 1981 semester won’t include rate hikes in all areas.

The persisting inflation will see that. It appears, through the state of the economy and apparent governmental neglect, trouble is being heaped upon trouble.

Education spending is limited, but some students must still sacrifice a little spare time for a few bucks in the wallet.

Even though people who do get financial aid should comply, the aid office wants to make sure that annual piece of university paperwork known as the FAF, or the financial aid form.

This little card guarantees to give you two free semesters or a $1500 loan debt, which ever is the greater amount. Usually the loan debt is more. Students are one of the more vocal areas of the university that concerns students. Everyone at the aid office has thought about applying. These don’t know which are the correct financial aid guidelines (which are set to read: anything more than $25 per week makes you get rich). Others worry if they have gotten into the dough (these are the ones that must have the Krispy Kreme Account while being a pine from the aid office).

It all has to do with the students who don’t have any other source of income, most trying to get along on the meager sum meted out to them by the aid office. Admittedly, they know it is better than nothing but wonder if it is really worth all the hassle they have had to go through to get it.

Well, back to the form. I’ve been being away from my parents for three years and still they can’t comprehend that I am independent from them. If a wife and two kids doesn’t indicate independence than I don’t know what does. But do they understand as the aid office? No way! What do they think my parents are, made of money? Things would be tight enough for them even without being forced to shell out bucks for me as the aid office wants them to.

I suppose no one who gets financial aid should really complain. The aid office has only so much to give to many who request help, at least so they say. They must decide priorities and organize ficitional budgets (which leave out a definite amount for beer money) so they can distribute the money they do get from the federal government. One of my major fears of President Reagan’s educational policy will be that the fed will cut educational spending for grants and scholarships to a minimum. Already there are rumors running rampant to this effect. It’ll probably happen and when it does, most of the students here at UMO, or at least a lot of them, will be wondering how they will afford their next year of schooling. Bad enough worrying about studying exams and beer bluffs, now this added worry.

Even though people who do get financial aid still complain, most do surviving with that troublesome FAF and worrying with the other forms that must be filled out and money spent to get that answer back saying “We’re sorry, but your eligibility index is too low to receive any financial aid.” Just once, if I weren’t afraid of getting any aid I could ask for a loan aid in the future. I’d like to write across the form “I’m sorry, but your financial aid award system does not meet my sanity index or you are not eligible to receive my $650 this year.”

Their computers would blow a fuse on that one bet.

Glen Chase is a senior journalism major from Wells, Maine.
Residential Life now mom
To the Editor:

It seems to me that a few of the administrators of this university have been planning the events and the activities for the students and have completely forgotten what it was like to be in college? I lived in UMOM's dorm in the "snail and rowdy" mid-seventies, back when the dorms were our homes for nine months a year, not just a place to sleep with the police. We didn't have to crawl under our beds if we wanted to drink a beer. Vandal damage? Sure we had it, but it was mostly outsiders, and we kept an eye on strangers and more than once we nailed someone in the process of breaking something. It was our home and we cared for it. In fact, the freshman residency requirement was dropped in part because so many upperclassmen were choosing to live in the dorms.

An entire quiet dormitory was sponsored by the Greek system. Much of the social life here at UMO wouldn't be possible without the Greeks. University of Maine Fraternity Board members disapprove of any philosophy that says a program sponsored by the Greek system and funded by the students is not acceptable to non-students. What is it today without the Greeks? They are very proud to be a part of the Greek system and amazing students. We have a strong tradition of service and giving back to the community. We believe that the Greeks are the backbone of UMOM's campus community. Without the Greeks, the campus would not be the same. We want to keep the Greeks on campus and continue to support them.

Steve Kahl
Orono

The Greek way of living
To the Editor:

As I am sure you know, this past weekend was Winter Carnival here at UMOM. Almost the entire carnival was sponsored by the UMF (University of Maine Fraternity Board). If it wasn't for the support of the Greeks, the event would be very different.

There would be no Winter Carnival, with all its games, snow sculptures, and entertainment. There would be no homecoming, as we know it today. Many of the social events held here on campus are sponsored by the Greek system (UMMF). Much of the social life here at UMOM wouldn't be what it is today without the Greeks. We want to keep the Greeks on campus and continue to support them.

Fraternally,
Price Hodge
Alpha Gamma Rho

Marathon
To the Editor:

Running has become a major pastime of many people for a lot of reasons. People run to keep in shape, relieve tension and sociability. But the Brothers, Little Sisters, and Pledges of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity are running for a different reason. We're running to win the race against cancer. And anyone can do it.

Starting on Saturday, Feb. 28, at noon to noon Sunday March 1st, we are sponsoring the Fiji 24-Hour Relay Marathon, in the field house.

Any organization, fraternity, sorority, or dorm may enter a team of 2 to 10 runners. Off-campus students are also urged to enter a team. If you're a runner who can't find a team, we will get you one.

Deadlines for team entries are due February 14th, so get your team together now.

You may get your entry blank at the Information Desk in the Memorial Union. Our goal is to earn $6,000 for the Jimmy Fund, and in that way help the homeless-based chapter "win the race against cancer." But we need your help!

Sincerely,

Steve Kahl
Orono

Letters

Reagan's oil decontrol
My friends told me to give Ronald Reagan a chance. Well, two weeks have passed since the new president was inaugurated, and something tells me the chance we are giving Ronald Reagan is the same chance the American public is taking.

I went to buy my car's favorite warming hole (e.g. gas station) this morning and saw Ronald Reagan's oil decontrol bill already in progress. The price on the gas pump said $1.29 per gallon. Three days earlier, the same gas pump said $1.23 per gallon and a week before that it read just $1.19. A ten-cent rise in one week is just too much to ask from this land yacht captain.

Well, two weeks have passed since the new president was inaugurated, and something tells me the American public is taking. Most of his statements toward the Soviet Union have been nothing more than the traditional barbs thrown between the two countries since the beginning of the Cold War. But coming at the same time that the president is rein-forcement protection for South Korea and planning the construction of the neutron bomb, the ultimate people-deadly, land bomb, the American public is taking.

Of course, it must be remembered that Reagan is nearly fair times as old as the 18-year-old men of the United States who might pay the price for his ultra-aggressive posture toward the world's other superpower. Maybe Reagan is bored because the transans aren't around to be called barbarians anymore, but the new president makes on picking a fight with someone.

Most of his statements toward the Soviet Union have been nothing more than the traditional barbs thrown between the two countries since the beginning of the Cold War. But coming at the same time that the president is reinforcement protection for South Korea and planning the construction of the neutron bomb, the ultimate people-deadly, land bomb, the American public is taking.

The situation also probably annoys those who wonder why defense-decorated Henry Kissinger didn't get a job in the Reagan administration.

Two weeks ago, the Maine Campus was criticized for not giving the man a chance in its inauguration editorial. While the criticism might have been valid at the time, Ronald Reagan's actions since Jan. 20 have done little if any to justify the editorial.
More strikes discussed in Poland

WARSAW, POLAND (AP) - Workers in the southwestern Polish town of Jelenia Gora called a general strike Sunday as national leaders of the independent union Solidarity met with union leader Lech Wałęsa to discuss the possible spread of strikes to neighboring cities.

The strike, set to begin Monday, and the promise of support from union leaders in the region, came against a backdrop of unrest in Poland this week that included a meeting of the Communist Party's Central Committee, a Supreme Court ruling on an independent labor leader's conviction, and the opening of the Polish Parliament.

Meanwhile, a Solidarity spokesman from Walbrzych, 25 miles southeast of Jelenia Gora, said miners in the region had postponed a strike call for Tuesday or Wednesday. The miners, seeking five-day workweeks for all employees in the industry in addition to laborers, are to meet with government negotiators Monday in Katowice, center of Poland's coalmining region.

Poland's unemployment rate, the highest in the communist bloc, is a key item," said Don Weller, director of groceries for Hannaford Bros. wholesalers in South Portland. "Some households are centered around it."

Burger knocks rights of criminals

WASHINGTON (AP) - Judge said.

Burger has opposed the "exclusionary rule" and other legal doctrines that prohibit criminal convictions to stand when mistakes, even technical ones, were committed by police or the courts.

"To have decontrol of oil, but also cut funding to mass transit makes no sense," Henry Smith, executive director of the New Hampshire Transportation Committee, said that none of the transit speakers suggested who should be taxed to pay for transit.

When a delegation of big city mayors visited the White House last week they got the hard news they had expected - they would be asked to sacrifice until it hurts for the good of the economy.

But the only specific information they gleaned from the meeting was that UDAG was definitely on the list to be eliminated.

The bipartisan shock the mayors displayed came, as something of a check to White House officials around the table.

UDAG had looked like an easy target, one line in the budget that could be scratched for a net savings of $673 million a year. Out of nearly $4 billion a year in block grants to local governments, UDAG was a drop in the bucket.

Mayor Richard Carrier of Peoria, Ill., president of the Republican Mayors Conference and past chairman of the mayors' division of Reagan's presidential campaign, patiently explained the facts of life.

In three years, UDAG has been the booster for more than 1,000 urban projects and nearly $2 billion in federal investment, attracting more than $115 billion from private investors.

Each UDAG dollar now being pumped into one of the city projects generates at least $5 in private investment, he explained.

UDAG has created 463,218 jobs on construction projects and in the completed facilities. An estimated 286,887 of these will be permanent jobs.

The program also targets money to specific projects in needy areas, Carrier told Reagan the same amount of money spread around the country would give each city so little money, it wouldn't do any good. It would be better for the treasury to just keep the money, he said.

"UDAG may be one of the best "pork barrel" tools in the White House kit. It creates highly visible new projects which politicians can point to with pride for a relatively small investment."

In short, the new Reagan administration was taking the ax to the one federal program which best reflects the principles of downtown aid and creates the greatest publicity and patriotism at the least cost.

GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folklore, folk music and folk dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature, and intensive Spanish five-week session. June 27-July 22, 1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $330 Room and board in Mexican home. 3450

Write Guadalajara Summer School

Robert Redford "BRUBAKER"

"The most wanted man in Wakefield prison," is The Warden.

Robert Redford as The Warden!
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Cold-shooting Bears bow to Villanova 68-48

by Ernie Clark

It's five game win streak abruptly halted by a talent-laden Villanova club. Neither the Black Bears of Cumberland Civic Center, the Maine Black Bears of Portland, nor the Minutemen of Amherst were able to regain the winning Wildcats at Durham, N.H.

Currently at the bottom of the ECAC North standings with a 3-13 record, Maine had been the only team to register a point against the Wildcats. With 10 seconds left in the game, the Villanova club had taken the lead away from the Black Bears 68-48.

Reagan's family evicted

The Black Bears have been the latest victims of the increasing problem of evictions in the city. The university has been forced to take over the eviction notice for several weeks, but the family remains in the building. The university has threatened to use force if必要, but the family is determined to stay put.

Reagan's family has been the latest to suffer from the escalating problem of evictions in the city. The university has been forced to take over the eviction notice for several weeks, but the family remains in the building. The university has threatened to use force if necessary, but the family is determined to stay put.

Swimmers steam past Boston University

The Black Bear swim teams' loss to the Minutemen of Massachusetts Saturday was a heartbreaker for Ed Styrna. After having the lead changed hands a number of times, the Black Bears' sweep in a number of events, but could not overcome the Minutemen's victory in the 200 freestyle.

UMass tops Maine tracksters 72-64

The Black Bear track team's loss to the Minutemen of Massachusetts Saturday was a heartbreaker for Ed Styrna. After having the lead changed hands a number of times, the Black Bears' sweep in a number of events, but could not overcome the Minutemen's victory in the 200 freestyle.

Cowens' shirt retired by Celtics

BOSTON (AP) -- The Boston Celtics retired the uniform number of Dave Cowens at a halftime ceremony Sunday in which the former center of the Celtics, a star for 12 seasons, was honored.

Things good for the Black Bears at this point as they had the win in the 200 freestyle event. Canons' finishing 100 yard event was the 3rd fastest in the nation. The win allowed Maine to maintain their No. 1 ranking in the island.

Brad Howe of BU narrowed the gap by ten points in the 200 freestyle with a win in the 500 yard event. The Black Bears were able to maintain their No. 1 ranking in the men's 200 freestyle.

The win allowed Maine to maintain their No. 1 ranking in the men's 200 freestyle. The Black Bears were able to maintain their No. 1 ranking in the men's 200 freestyle event. Canons' finishing 100 yard event was the 3rd fastest in the nation.

What a turnaround for Dave Cowens, who had seven-time NBA All-Star honors with the Boston Celtics. The former center of the Boston Celtics was honored at halftime Sunday in an on-court ceremony.

The Black Bears were able to maintain their No. 1 ranking in the men's 200 freestyle event. Canons' finishing 100 yard event was the 3rd fastest in the nation.
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Now you can get 6% interest on your share drafts account

For more information, please attend the University of Maine Employee Credit Union Annual Meeting on Monday, February 10, in Memorial Union, Peabody Lounge, at 4:00.
Hockey Bears steamroll Yale, SLU

by Scott Cole

For everyone associated with Maine hockey it was, in the words of coach and the gang, "Celebration Time" Saturday night in the aftermath of an important weekend sweep of Yale and St. Lawrence at the Harold Alfond Arena.

Indeed Jack Semler's skaters deserved every bit of celebrating they could get after cutting down Yale in overtime Friday night, 5-4, in a simply great college hockey game, and then coming back to roll over St. Lawrence Saturday night, 6-3.

The importance of these two victories cannot be stressed enough.

The wins raised the Black Bears' ECAC Div. 1 record to 10-3-5 and put them in a position move toward top of the standings should one of the teams ahead of them falter.

In addition, the sweep helped them stake out the bunching of teams in the middle of the ECAC pack, which has become all the tighter with the resurgence of schools like New Hampshire and Providence.

Clearly the Black Bears' weekend accomplishments met a brighter shine on their playoff possibilities.

Thus Semler may have sounded repetitive but was hitting the nail right on the head Saturday night by saying, "It was a great, big weekend...just a great weekend."

"We came up with a great effort against Yale and then came back with a determined effort against St. Lawren-
c.e.

A great effort against Yale? You got that right Jack. The Bulldogs and Bears duked it out royally through nearly 66 minutes of tight checking hockey before forward Rober Lafleur sent the 3,200 fans into ecstasy with a game-winning goal as 3:34 remained in overtime.

At the right of the net Lafleur took a superb pass from Gaetan Bernier, racing down the left side. The junior shifted around Yale's goalie, Mark Rodrigues and rolled the puck into the net for the clincher.

In a way it was a shame either team had to leave Alfond Arena a loser. Both squads stifled each other in the offensive zone and shots on net were a precious commodity, especially for the Bears. In the first period they had six shots on Rodrigues, one of them went in. In the second period the Bears were credited with three shots on net, two went in.

The Bulldogs never held the lead once on the night, but to their credit they never quite quit. Every time Maine scored, the visitors from New Haven answered with one of their own.

Brian Hughes opened the scoring for Maine with a breakaway goal at four and a half minutes into the game. The senior forward frosted Bill Gagliardi and beat goalie Grey0 Weicker with a perfectly executed two-on-one with Gary Conn, to take a 4-1 lead onto the third period.

"It was a fantastic game,..." Lawrence could not be classified as fantastic but the Bears did again come out on the winning end. Semler felt Jeff Nord played a "strong game" in turning away 40 shots and that the Quincy, Mass. junior kept St. Lawren-
c.e at bay early on giving his teammates time to get their offensive show cranked up.

That cranking finally hit full cycle with four minutes left in the opening period. Gaetan Bernier and Brian Hughes played and scored with St. Lawrence's defensemen in the trailed paws rushing into the SLU zone. Ber-
ner finished it all off by tapping a pass behind goalie Gaetly Weicker.

Goal number two came with 53 seconds left in the period. Andre Aubut, trailing a foiled Todd BJorkstrand break-away, picked up the far-deflecting rebound on the left side and whipped the puck past a stunned Weicker.

SLU picked up a power play goal a minute and 20 seconds into the second period when Steve Rhodes flipped in a rebound. But Alfond Arena was not destined for its second straight overtime session.

Maine picked up two more goals, one by Gaetan Bernier off the rebound of a Jon Leahy shot, and one by Rob ZameJC "twisted" with Nord by teammate Bill Nichols and beat the Bear goalie to his glove side a little over two minutes later to tie the game.

The Bears took advantage of a Yale penalty to jump back out ahead two minutes into the second period. Dwight Montgomery, whose importance in the team was quite evident over the weekend, took a pass from Gary Conn and lined up a slap shot which deflect ed off an Yale player and past Rodrigues for a 2-1 Maine lead.

The Bulldogs' leading scorer Dan Polzin hit for his 11th goal of the season at the 3:11 mark on a slap shot and bounced his team back into a tie. Gary Conn banned his 100th career goal mid-way through the period from Rob ZameJC feed shooting Maine back up 3-2. The pin-popping of the lead continued Demianiuk and Mont-
gomery were whistled for penalties at the 11:47 and 12:14 marks respectively.

Less than a minute after the Mon-
gomery penalty, Yale used its two man advantage to tie the proceedings at three. A deflected slapper from the left point eluded Nord and Joe Gagliardi was credited with the goal.

"We didn't get frustrated by the fact that Yale kept tying up the puck," he said.

Maine's fourth goal came with five minutes and 50 seconds gone in the period. From the right side Joe Crespi hit linemate Demianiuk with an excellent lead pass as he broke through the slot. The senior captain flipped the puck in for his seventh goal of the season.

The third period was every bit the nail biter as its antecedents. Yale again outshot its hosts, this time 11-10. But in the only shot that really mattered, each team slipped in a goal. The Bulldogs played the period very close to the vest and Semler was happy with the way his team responded. "They didn't get frustrated by the fact that Yale kept tying up the puck," he said.

Lawrence's effort against Yale and then against St. Lawrence Saturday night's follow-up with St. Lawrence were a great weekend...just a great weekend."